1. No trees, shrubs, or flowers shall be planted on any lot. The City reserves the right to
remove unauthorized plantings, including the removal of existing plantings on individual
lots. The City is under no obligation to replace the plantings and is under no obligation
to compensate the owner and/or heirs for the lot of plantings.
2. No hedges, fences, or enclosures of any kind will be permitted on or around lots.
3. All excavations for graves and vaults and all opening and closing of graves shall be done
by the City.
4. Items Allowed: Decorative items including fresh flowers, artificial flowers, potted plants,
wreaths, or other decorative items must be contained in a vase, on memorial, or an
ornamental law hook. Ornamental hooks shall be a maximum of four (4) feet tall and
ornaments on the hook must be at least 18 inches off the ground. No responsibility is
assumed by the City for the protection of decorative items placed on lots or graves.
The City reserves the right to remove and destroy any flowers, wreaths, emblems, or
other decorative items as deemed necessary by the City.
5. Decorations located ON memorials shall not be removed unless they are in
deteriorated condition. At that time, only the flowers, wreath, etc shall be removed,
not the vase, planter, or similar mounting structure.
6. Permanent planters and vases located ON the headstone area shall not be removed.
No such planters/vases are to be located in the mower right-of-way. Flowers, etc
located in such planters may be removed when they are in deteriorated condition.
7. As soon as flowers, wreaths, emblems, etc used at funerals placed on Graves (or at
other times) become unsightly and faded, they will be removed and no responsibility for
their protection or maintenance will be assumed by the City.
8. The City will not be responsible for frozen decorations or for decorations damaged by
weather conditions, thieves, vandals, or other causes beyond its control.
9. No decoration shall infringe on another Lot Owners area.
10. The use of wire, glass or other shatterable materials are strictly forbidden.
11. The digging of holes on graves or lots or the mutilation of sod for any reason is strictly
forbidden and the cost of repairing such damage to sod or turf will be charged directly
to the owner of the lot.
12. Removal of flowers, decorations, wreaths, etc NOT on the stone and foundation will be
removed after 3 weeks following Memorial Day each year.

